
Biomass instead of diesel
Entrade produces a multi-fuel mini power plantnot just for the Third World / refrigeration is also
possible
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Witha little freshening up, many a clever idea from the past can prove highlysuitable for the future.
Older readers may remember that because of a lack ofpetrol, cars were sometimes fitted with wood-
burning carburettors in theimmediate post-war years. With a little luck the vehicle would, with a lot of
spluttering, begin to move as the heating of the wood generated gases whichfuelled the combustion
process in the car's engine.

Thisis a principle which works in exactly the same way in the modern world, exceptfor the fact that the
method no longer consists of ingenious improvisation but isthe result of scientific development. The
Düsseldorf firm of EntradeEnergiesysteme AG has now presented the first generation of its E3 power
plant tobe ready for series production. It operates on solid biomass as fuel and canprovide electricity,
heating or cooling in any location where at present dieselmotors are still chugging away. The
combustion process is so clean that this compactcogeneration plant can be operated not just in
developing countries, but alsoin this country – for example to supply apartment blocks, hotels or
agricultural operations. Even the stringent exhaust gas standards applied inthe United States are
complied with, states Entrade CEO Julien Uhlig.

Heexplains that the power plant originated in a project initiated by Germany's EconomicsMinistry and
'Umsicht', the Frauenhofer Institute for the Environment, Safetyand Energy Technology. The aim was
to develop a small power plant which wouldoffer base-load capability as a stand-alone solution. This
would then be usedinstead of the diesel generators which are normally applied in developingcountries,
with fuel provided by locally available materials. At present thisabove all means wood, which is fed
into the carburettor in pellet form, butbamboo, nutshells, cherry pips and charcoal are also feasible
options. "InItaly we use vine cuttings," says Uhlig, adding that one of the uniquefeatures of the E3 is
the possibility of using a wide range of fuels. A furtheroption is to add a certain proportion of synthetic
materials such as shreddedold car tyres, and even animal fats. So far 132 types of possible
combustiblematerials have been tested by the research team at the University of Graz, andnew
substances are being added all the time. For optimum combustion theinstallation is adapted to a
specific type of fuel, but for the future it willbe a viable option for the plant to be switched to a different
type of fuel atthe press of a button – in Uhlig's words: "We'll have to look at what'savailable, and then
make use of it."

Ona base area of 190 x 160 cm a high-temperature reformer and a gas motor areinstalled on two
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separate steel plates. Both together can be transported on apickup truck and can if necessary be
handled by a couple of strong men. The E3is the world's smallest biomass power plant and two of
them will fit into a 20foot standard container, together with the cooling module, pellet feed andcontrol
unit. The reformer converts the solid biomass into synthesis gas, whichis combusted in the engine
which then drives the generator. The E3 has anelectrical output of 25 kW and heating capacity of 60
kW, with an indicatedenergy conversion efficiency level of 85%. If increased output is required, a
number of units can be combined. However, because in many applications such ashospitals or food
stores there is often greater demand for cooling, above allin warm countries, an adsorption
refrigerating machine from SorTech can befitted. This converts the heating output into 30 kW of
cooling.

Inthe reformer the fuel materials are converted into a synthesis gas attemperatures between 1000 and
1200°C. This high-temperature is the preconditionfor clean combustion operations. If the temperature
drops too strongly, forexample because the fuel isn't dry enough, tar is generated. This tough black
sludge is deposited in the motor and reduces its useful life. To combat this,according to the
manufacturer's information the E3 power plant is designed insuch a way that the level of tar residues
amounts to less than 0.1 g per cubicmeter. This is so low that the residue particles in the motor can be
combustedwithout difficulty. The secret of the power plant's clean energy generationlies in the fixed-
bed DC carburettor, for which an entirely new airflow systemhas been developed on the computer.
The chamber in which pyrolysis, reductionand oxidation take place has a cylindrical form, and there is
no longer anymovement within the reactor, where the pressure is always at a constant level.The entire
design is protected by a number of patents.

Whereverpossible components which are commercially available as standard are used inthe entire
installation. The V-6 motor, a unit which is normally used for smalltrucks, is produced by General
Motors, and the paper filter is also a standardproduct. As a result the maintenance work involved is
low, and spare parts areeasy to obtain.

Abiomass dryer and an automatic pelleting unit can be integrated into thesystem. The power plant is
designed for continuous operations, with anavailability level which, according to Uhlig, is 98%.
Because the same amountof electricity and heating is not always required at all times, it makes sense
to combine the unit with storage batteries. After installation little input isrequired from the operator,
other than to supply the unit with fuel, change thefilter occasionally and empty the ash collector. For
maintenance work it isonly necessary to switch off the motor. The operation of the plant is monitored
and remotely controlled from the control centre in Graz. Entrade does notregard itself as a plant
manufacturer, but as a supplier of turnkey solutionsfor energy generation.

Inideal conditions the materials which fuel the plant cost nothing, apart fromthe transport, and the
entire installation can be purchased for under €200,000.Julien Uhlig explains that the aim is to operate
the plant at a cost of one totwo euros a day. Depending on the price of the fuel, the E3 can also be
competitive in Europe compared to conventional cogeneration plants.



Hestates that 16 units are already supplying the grid in six countries, with theinitial unit going on
stream one year ago. The projects are in part financed bythe World Bank and implemented by
Entrade itself. Entrade recently became thefirst German company to be listed on the NASDAQ Private
Market. Founded in2006, the company has been recognised as one of the fastest-growing German
operations in the renewable energies field. From January there are plans forseries production of an
initial 20 units a month, with capacity available forup to 45 units monthly.
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“Even the stringent exhaust gas standards applied in the United States are complied
with, states Entrade CEO Julien Uhlig.„
— Julien Uhlig, CEO ENTRADE
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